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This checklist was developed for reference to efficiently implement the cyber risk management in accordance 

with Res.MSC.428(98), and it is recommended to use this checklist in conjunction with the Checklist for ISM 

company audit.  

※ Mark methods for the each questionnaire in a square box 

   □X  or □V  : Verified as sampling basis  

□ㅡ  : Not Applicable 

* If a check item is identified as a non-conformity on a sampling verification, it shall be recorded in the 

non-conformity report 

No. Code Check items Result 

1 1 

Does the company implement cyber risk assessment for cyber assets and establish 
Cyber Risk Management (CRM) in the approved safety management systems? 

- Check the CRM in accordance with ISM Code 1.2(objectives) and 1.4(functional requirements) 
- Check the identification of cyber assets (software, hardware, etc.) 
- Check the existing controls according to data transmission method provided to the vessel 

 

2 3 

Does the company establish allocation of responsibility and authority for CRM in 
the SMS? 

- Check the identification of responsibility, authority and designated PIC.(D.P, Master, etc.) 

 

3 6 
Does the company provide any Cyber risk training with shore staff and crews?  

- Check the cyber risk awareness training provided to the shore staff and crews 
- Check the updated information for cyber risk provided to the vessel 

 

4 6 
Does the company provide appropriate support at the request of the vessel? 

- Hardware, Software, update patches, USB/LAN Blocker, information for Cyber risk, etc. 
 

5 7 

Does the company establish any additional procedure or existing controls in 
relation to key shipboard operation resulted from cyber risk assessment? 

- Check the additional procedure or existing controls such as physical security for visitor, list of 
  personal device(For visitors), password-account locks, statement of oath for security and etc. 

 

6 8 

Does the company establish emergency plans/procedures for response of cyber 
incidents? 

- Check the emergency plans/recovery procedures, contact details for technical IT support 

 

7 
6 
8 

Does the company provide emergency plans/procedures with hard copy for 
response of cyber incidents? 

- Check the hard copy of emergency plans/recovery procedures and familiarization of PIC. 
- Check the measures to prevent cyber incidents from the attacker 

 

8 10 

Does the company establish maintenance procedures for cyber security equipment 
resulted from cyber risk assessment? 

- Check the periodical inspection / Maintenance / update / Inventory of spare parts, etc. 
- Check the designated PIC., records of maintenance 

   

9 12 

Does the company periodically verify/review/assess for the CRM, effectiveness of 
existing controls and appropriate implementation through internal audit, master 
review and company review?  

- Check the results of internal audit, master review and company review 
- Check the qualification of internal auditors  

 

10 12 

Dose the company periodically verify/review/assess the delegated cyber-related 
tasks and assets? 

- Check the relevant procedure/records of delegated cyber-related tasks and assets 
 

Company Name :                                           Date :  

  

Company Representative (with Signature) :                    Auditor (with Signature) :                      
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Annex 
 

1. Does the company implement cyber risk assessment for cyber assets and establish Cyber Risk 
Management (CRM) in the approved safety management systems? 
 

< Reference 1. Examples of cyber assets> 

Tangible assets Intangible assets 

Storage server (UNIX, Linux, etc.) 

Network (Router, Switch, Hub, etc.) 

Security system (Firewall, IDS, IPS, VPN, etc.) 

Personal Device (PC, Notebook, Laptop, etc.) 

Medium (USB Memory, Disc, etc.) 

Software (OS, Package software, Vaccine, etc.) 

Application program 

Data(company’s staff information,  

Business information, etc.) 

Document (Drawing, etc.) 

 

< Reference 2. Recommended Cyber Asset Identification List - Company> 
 

 

- Including the delegated cyber assets and service 

- Considering Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability level with regard to cyber assets  

- Identification of Cybersecurity threat and Vulnerability for assets 

 

< Reference 3. General Threats> 

* Unauthorized network access (Logical/Physical) 

* Infection of Malicious code 

 

< Reference 4. General Vulnerabilities> 

* Simple password 

* No installation of network firewall  

* Outdated or missing antivirus software and protection from malware  

* Inappropriate physical access control  

* Inappropriate removable storage medium  

 

* Although physical access is naturally controlled by the ISPS Code for ship, the company needs to prepare 

separate procedures for controlling access to cyber assets.  
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< Reference 5. Recommended Cyber Risk Assessment List - Company> 

 

- Targeted assets identified as critical cyber assets that need to be assessed for vulnerabilities.  

- List the Existing controls for identified threats and vulnerabilities, and assess their risk level(RI). 

 Provide additional Proposed controls as required and assess the expected residual risk level(RI2.) 

 
< Reference 6. Guide on Office Cyber Risk Management Level> 
 

 Minimum management Enhanced management 

 
Condition  

Managing conventional ships with little impact 
on ship operations by IT 
 
- The ship’s data is exchanged only by 
E-mail, and executed by satellite connection 
for a short time when necessary on the ship. 

Managing ships exposed to the internet 
environment, even if it is not a real time 
connection 

 
Control 

* Management of infection 
  
 
- Management of malware including OS 
management, vaccine management, and 
E-mail service provider management of PCs 
that transmit data to ships. 

* Considering “Intrusion” aspect as well as 
infection  
 
- Review risk and action/measures against 

unauthorized access(intrusion). Also, requires 

company network configuration to identify 

vulnerabilities. More stringent service provider 

verification required. More rigorous access 

control procedures are required for ships. 

- If data is provided to ships through only temporary E-mail access from ships, it can be managed at a 

basic Malware monitoring & filtering level, but of the ship is provided with an internet environment, 

the company network needs to take into account the unauthorized access and perform a c complex 

vulnerability analysis. 
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2. Does the company establish allocation of responsibility and authority for CRM in the SMS? 

- Check the identification of responsibility, authority and designated PIC.(D.P, Master, etc.) 

- Designation of Cyber-related contact details to the existing emergency contact system  

- Add cyber Technical advisor contact details to organization if needed 

 

3. Does the company provide any Cyber risk training with shore staff and crews?  

- The training on cyber-related company’s policies and procedure(SMS) should be implemented. The training 

interval(cycle) may be based on the company’s policy(risk assessment) ,and the procedures or methods may be 

applied to the existing training procedures. 

 

- Cyber-related knowledge and basic training to the crews should be implemented after boarding and evaluated.  

In particular, the officers or engineers who in charge of operation for critical IT/OT related systems on board should 

be aware of the cyber precautions for their devices 

 

< Reference 7. Recommended basic awareness items> 

- Risks related to emails and how to behave in a safe manner. Examples are phishing attacks where the user clicks on 

a link to a malicious site. 

- Risks related to internet usage, including social media(SNS), chat forums and cloud-based file storage where data 

movement is less controlled and monitored 

- Risks related to the use of own devices. These devices may be missing security patches and controls, such as 

anti-virus, and may transfer the risk to the environment, to which they are connected. 

- Risks related to installing and maintaining software on company hardware using infected hardware(removable 

media) or software (infected package). 

- Risks related to poor software and data security practices, where no anti-virus checks or authenticity verifications are 

Performed. 

- Safeguarding user information, passwords and digital certificates 

 

4. Does the company provide appropriate support at the request of the vessel? 

- Review and reflect on cyber-related support requested by ships. 

- Establish and implement periodic support procedures, including associated hardware/software/updated 

 patches/technical advisor visiting on board the ship. 

  

5. Does the company establish any additional procedure or existing controls in relation to key 
shipboard operation resulted from cyber risk assessment? 

- Establish and implement any additional procedure or existing controls in relation to key shipboard operation 

resulted from cyber risk assessment. Checklist, etc. can be established separately 

 

6. Does the company establish emergency plans/procedures for response of cyber incidents? 

- Designation of shore staff and PIC.  

- Check the emergency plans/recovery procedures, contact details for technical IT support 

 

7. Does the company provide emergency plans/procedures with hard copy for response of cyber 
incidents? 

- Check the hard copy of emergency plans/recovery procedures and familiarization of PIC. 

- Check the emergency plans/recovery procedures, contact details for technical IT support 
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- It is necessary to consider that the company’s IT does not necessarily require immediate response 

unlike ship’s OT.  

8. Does the company establish maintenance procedures for cyber security equipment resulted from 

cyber risk assessment? 

- According to the cyber risk assessment, equipment that requires periodic testing/inspection should be registered 

on PMS, etc.  

- Designation of PIC. / Interval of maintenance / Keeping records 

- Needs to support of cyber-related spare parts : e.g. Periodic support of latest patches of the OS, vaccine. Provides 

back-up programs and storage. 

- Critical system(items) needs to improve reliability of equipment through installing standby equipment and periodic 

Test. 

 

9. Does the company periodically verify/review/assess for the CRM, effectiveness of existing controls 
and appropriate implementation through internal audit, master review and company review?  

 

- Check the existing company procedures for internal audit, master review and company review, and include 

cyber risk existing controls.  

- Internal audit should be conducted by qualified personnel who can verify cyber-related tasks or 

information(complete a course cyber-related training).   

 

10. Dose the company periodically verify/review/assess the delegated cyber-related tasks and assets? 

-  The delegated cyber-related tasks and assets such as e-mail service, server handling, etc. should be verified / 

 reviewed / assessed by the company(Code 12.2)  [END] 
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This checklist was developed for reference to efficiently implement the cyber risk management in accordance 

with Res.MSC.428(98), and it is recommended to use this checklist in conjunction with the Checklist for ISM 

shipboard audit. 

※ Mark methods for the each questionnaire in a square box 

   □X  or □V  : Verified as sampling basis  

□ㅡ  : Not Applicable 

* If a check item is identified as a non-conformity on a sampling verification, it shall be recorded in the 

non-conformity report 

No. Code Check items Result 

1 1 

Does the company implement cyber risk assessment for cyber assets and establish 
Cyber Risk Management (CRM) in the approved safety management systems? 

- Check the CRM in accordance with ISM Code 1.2(objectives) and 1.4(functional requirements) 
- Check the identification of cyber assets (software, hardware, etc.) 
- Check the cyber risk assessment for ECDIS, if fitted  

 

2 3 

Does the company establish allocation of responsibility and authority for CRM in 
the SMS? 

- Check the identification of responsibility, authority and designated PIC.(D.P, Master, etc.) 
 

3 6 
Does the company provide any Cyber risk training with crews? 

- Check the cyber risk awareness training provided to the crews before/after boarding  
- Check the updated information for cyber risk provided to the vessel 

 

4 6 
Does the company provide appropriate support at the request of the vessel? 

- Hardware, Software, update patches, USB/LAN Blocker, information for Cyber risk, etc. 
 

5 7 

Does the company establish any additional procedure or existing controls in 
relation to key shipboard operation resulted from cyber risk assessment? 

- Check the additional procedure or existing controls such as physical security for visitor, list of 
  personal device(For visitors), password-account locks, statement of oath for security and etc. 

 

6 8 

Does the company establish emergency plans/procedures for response of cyber 
incidents and implement relevant training to the crews? 

- Check the emergency plans/recovery procedure, contact details for technical IT support 
 

7 
6 
8 

Does the company provide emergency plans/procedures with hard copy for 
response of cyber incidents? 

- Check the hard copy of emergency plans/recovery procedures and familiarization of PIC.  
 

8 9 

Does the company establish procedures for reporting non-conformities, accidents 
and hazardous situations relating to cyber incidents?  

- Available for existing procedures relating to non-conformities    
   

9 10 

Does the company establish maintenance procedures for cyber security equipment 
resulted from cyber risk assessment? 

- Check the periodical inspection / Maintenance / update / Inventory of spare parts, etc. 
- Check the designated PIC., records of maintenance 

 

10 12 

Does the company periodically verify/review/assess for the CRM, effectiveness of 
existing controls and appropriate implementation through internal audit, master 
review and company review?  

- Check the results of internal audit, master review and company review 
- Check the qualification of internal auditors 

 

Vessel Name :                                      Date :  

  

Captain (with Signature) :                            Auditor (with Signature) :                      
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Annex 
 

1. Does the company implement cyber risk assessment for cyber assets and establish Cyber Risk 
Management (CRM) in the approved safety management systems? 
 
 

 

<Reference 1. Recommended Cyber Asset Identification List - Ship> 
 

 

 

 

 

①List all possible vessel equipment for the first assessment. 

②Identify the role or output of the equipment in ship operation and its importance. 

③Devices with little data connection and low cyber threats are identified separately to exclude from cyber 

equipment. 

④Need to identify connection status to identify network vulnerabilities.(Interlocking, IT Connection) 

⑤Check external connections to identify possible cyber incident through a USB port, even if it is not 

connected to a network. 

⑥Considering Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability level with regard to cyber assets 

 

 

 

 

 

①
⑥
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< Reference 2. Recommended Cyber Risk Assessment List> 

 

 

- Identification of Cybersecurity threat and Vulnerability for assets 

 

< Reference 3. General Threats> 

* Unauthorized network access (Logical/Physical) 

* Infection of Malicious code 

 

< Reference 4. General Vulnerabilities> 

* Simple password 

* No installation of network firewall  

* Outdated or missing antivirus software and protection from malware  

* Inappropriate physical access control  

* Inappropriate removable storage medium  

 

- Targeted assets identified as critical cyber assets that need to be assessed for vulnerabilities.  

- List the Existing controls for identified threats and vulnerabilities, and assess their risk level(RI). 

 Provide additional Proposed controls as required and assess the expected residual risk level(RI2). 

- Critical system(items) needs to improve reliability of equipment through installing standby equipment and 

periodic test. 
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2. Does the company establish allocation of responsibility and authority for CRM in the SMS? 

- Check the identification of responsibility, authority and designated PIC.(D.P, Master, etc.) 

- Designation of Cyber-related contact details to the existing emergency contact system  

- Add cyber Technical advisor contact details to organization if needed 

 

3. Does the company provide any Cyber risk training with crews? 

- The training on cyber-related company’s policies and procedure(SMS) should be implemented. The training 

interval(cycle) may be based on the company’s policy(risk assessment) ,and the procedures or methods may be 

applied to the existing training procedures. 

 

- Cyber-related knowledge and basic training to the crews should be implemented after boarding and evaluated.  

In particular, the officers or engineers who in charge of operation for critical IT/OT related systems on board should 

be aware of the cyber precautions for their devices 

 

<Reference 5. Recommended basic awareness items> 

- Risks related to emails and how to behave in a safe manner. Examples are phishing attacks where the user clicks on 

a link to a malicious site. 

- Risks related to internet usage, including social media(SNS), chat forums and cloud-based file storage where data 

movement is less controlled and monitored. 

- Risks related to the use of own devices. These devices may be missing security patches and controls, such as 

anti-virus, and may transfer the risk to the environment, to which they are connected. 

- Risks related to installing and maintaining software on company hardware using infected hardware(removable 

media) or software (infected package). 

- Risks related to poor software and data security practices, where no anti-virus checks or authenticity verifications are 

Performed.  

- Safeguarding user information, passwords and digital certificates 

 

4. Does the company provide appropriate support at the request of the vessel? 

- Review and reflect on cyber-related support to the ships. 

- Establish and implement periodic support procedures, including associated hardware/software/updated 

patches/technical advisor visiting on board the ship. 

 

5. Does the company establish any additional procedure or existing controls in relation to key 
shipboard operation resulted from cyber risk assessment? 

 

- Establish and implement any additional procedure or existing controls in relation to key shipboard operation 

resulted from cyber risk assessment. Checklist, list of personal device(For visitors), password-account locks, data 

backup, statement of oath for security etc. can be established separately.. 

 

6. Does the company establish emergency plans/procedures for response of cyber incidents and 
implement relevant training to the crews? 

- Designation of shore staff and PIC.  

- Check the emergency plans/recovery procedures, contact details for technical IT support 
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7. Does the company provide emergency plans/procedures with hard copy for response of cyber 
incidents? 

- Check the hard copy of emergency plans/recovery procedures and familiarization of PIC. 

- Check the emergency plans/recovery procedures, contact details for technical IT support 

- It is necessary to consider that the company’s IT does not necessarily require immediate response unlike ship’s OT.  

 

8. Does the company establish procedures for reporting non-conformities, accidents and hazardous 
situations relating to cyber incidents?  

    - It is applicable to the existing company procedures for Reports and Analysis of Non-conformities, Accidents and 

 related forms.  

 

9. Does the company establish maintenance procedures for cyber security equipment resulted from 
cyber risk assessment? 

-  According to the cyber risk assessment, equipment that requires periodic testing/inspection should be registered 

on PMS, etc.  

- Designation of PIC. / Interval of maintenance / Keeping records 

- Needs to support of cyber-related spare parts : e.g. Periodic support of latest patches of the OS, vaccine. Provides 

back-up programs and storage. 

- Critical system(items) needs to improve reliability of equipment through installing standby equipment and periodic 

Test. 

 

10. Does the company periodically verify/review/assess for the CRM, effectiveness of existing controls 
and appropriate implementation through internal audit, master review and company review?  

- Check the existing company procedures for internal audit, master review and company review, and include 

cyber risk existing controls.  

- Internal audit should be conducted by qualified personnel who can verify cyber-related tasks or 

information(complete a course cyber-related training).   [END] 


